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ABSTRACT
Techniques for understanding the functioning of complex ma-
chine learning models are becoming increasingly popular, not
only to improve the validation process, but also to extract new
insights about the data via exploratory analysis. Though a
large class of such tools currently exists, most assume that
predictions are point estimates and use a sensitivity analysis
of these estimates to interpret the model. Using lightweight
probabilistic networks we show how including prediction un-
certainties in the sensitivity analysis leads to: (i) more robust
and generalizable models; and (ii) a new approach for model
interpretation through uncertainty decomposition. In particu-
lar, we introduce a new regularization that takes both the mean
and variance of a prediction into account and demonstrate
that the resulting networks provide improved generalization
to unseen data. Furthermore, we propose a new technique to
explain prediction uncertainties through uncertainties in the in-
put domain, thus providing new ways to validate and interpret
deep learning models.
Index Terms— sensitivity analysis, probabilistic net-
works, prediction uncertainties, aleatoric uncertainties.
1. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning techniques, such as deep neural networks
(DNNs), have become a central component of analytics
pipelines in science and engineering. With this widespread
adoption, it is critical to verify that the superior prediction
performance arises from meaningful patterns rather than from
artifacts or biases in the data. Consequently, techniques that
can enable understanding of what a model has learned are an
integral part of validation processes [1, 2]. While the notion
of interpretability has several definitions throughout the litera-
ture, we restrict our focus on understanding model predictions
in terms of simple constructs that are easily actionable, most
notably the input features. For example, one would like to
answer questions, such as: Which input features helped the
decision? How confident is the model about a decision? etc.
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In conventional statistical modeling these questions are typ-
ically answered through uncertainty quantification of a pre-
trained model. However, adopting a fully Bayesian inferencing
pipeline for DNNs, i.e. modeling every neuron as a statistical
distribution, is not feasible in practice [3]. Instead, most DNN
architectures only provide point estimates, and thus may ap-
pear highly confident of their predictions even while making
mistakes. For example, in a classification task for an out-of-
distribution test sample, a trained DNN can still erroneously
produce a softmax distribution concentrated around one of the
classes. More importantly, computing sensitivites from point
estimates [4] to expain a given decision scores are entirely
based on local gradients (∂f/∂xj)
2. While this does iden-
tify the feature(s) j of a sample x that will lead to maximal
changes in the prediction f(x;θ) it says little about how these
features affect the prediction uncertainty. Depending on the
application, a feature with larger sensitivity but comparatively
small effect on prediction uncertainty may be less concerning
than a low sensitivity feature that leads to large change in un-
certainties. This additional level of detail in sensitivity analysis
opens up a wide range of possibilities in feature understanding
and selection, which has not been possible until now.
Here, we build upon recent efforts to develop tractable tech-
niques to approximate prediction uncertainties in DNNs [5, 6,
7, 8]. Note, there are two forms of predictive uncertainties in
DNNs: epistemic uncertainty, also known as model uncertainty
that can be explained away given enough training data, and
aleatoric uncertainty, which depends on noise or randomness
in the input sample. We adopt the latter approach, similar
to [8], that produces both mean and variance estimates for the
prediction, assuming some prior distribution on the inputs. We
show that including both mean and variance in the sensitivity
analysis produces more robust explanations, and when used as
regularizers, these lead to better generalization. Finally, we in-
troduce a new technique to determine which feature the model
suspects to contribute maximally to the prediction uncertainty.
This not only provides a novel approach to validate DNNs
but also a new technique to interpret model decisions. For
example, finding that a model assigns most of the uncertainties
to otherwise reliable outputs suggest problems in either the
training process or the input data. Using benchmark regression
datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proaches to build robust, yet interpretable, predictive models.
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2. LIGHTWEIGHT PROBABILISTIC NETWORKS
Before we describe the proposed approach, we briefly review
the formulation of lightweight networks [8]. For a given in-
put matrix X = [x1,x1, · · · ,xN ]T and their corresponding
outputs, y = [y1, y2, · · · yN ], our goal is to infer a predictive
model f : x → y, with parameters θ. LPN performs propa-
gation of aleatoric uncertainty through the network, wherein
each input sample is modeled using an independent univariate
Gaussian distribution in each of the dimensions. The propa-
gation of uncertainties is carried out using Assumed Density
Filtering [9], where each layer is implemented as filtering of
the input distribution to obtain a transformed Gaussian distri-
bution with diagonal covariance. In contrast to other Bayesian
deep learning formulations, where the model parameters are
assumed to be stochastic, LPN keeps the model parameters
deterministic.
For a sample x, the joint density of all activations is
p(z(0:`)) = p(z(0))
∏`
l=1
p(z(l)|z(l−1)),
where ` denotes the number of layers and z’s are the activations.
With the independent Gaussian assumption, for an lth layer,
p(z(l)) =
∏
j
N (µ(l)j , ν(l)j ),
where j is the index of a neural unit. For simplicity, we denote
this as p(z(l)) = N (µ(l),ν(l)). At the input layer, we set
µ(0) = x and ν(0) = σ, where σ is a prior on the aleatoric
uncertainties. For efficient implementation, we can obtain
analytical expressions for the filtering operation corresponding
to commonly employed layers in neural network architectures.
Dense layer: For a fully connected layer with weights W
and bias b, the input distribution N (µ,ν) can be filtered to
produce a Gaussian with mean and variance
µfc = Wµ; νfc = (W ◦W)ν.
Here, ◦ denotes element-wise product.
ReLU Activation: The filtering corresponding to the ReLU
activation produces
µrelu(µ,ν) = µΦ
(
µ√
ν
)
+
√
νφ
(
µ√
ν
)
,
νrelu(µ,ν) = (µ
2 + ν)Φ
(
µ√
ν
)
+ µ
√
νφ
(
µ√
ν
)
− µ2relu.
Here, Φ and φ are standard normal and cumulative normal
distributions respectively. These expressions show that in non-
linear layers, mean and variance interact with each other.
Leaky ReLU Activation: Using the filtering expression for
ReLU, we can derive mean and variance for leaky ReLU as
µleaky_relu(µ,ν) = µrelu(µ,ν)− cµrelu(−µ,ν),
νleaky_relu(µ,ν) = νrelu(µ,ν) + c
2νrelu(−µ,ν)
+ 2cµrelu(µ,ν)µrelu(−µ,ν).
Dropout: This is carried out by dropping each univariate nor-
mal distribution in a layer independently with a dropout rate
0 < p < 1. Let 1µ,p = (b1, b2, ...., bk) where bi are inde-
pendent Bernoulli random variables with success probability
1− p, and use µ ◦1µ,p in lieu of µ, to perform dropout on the
means. Subsequently, when a ReLU or leaky ReLU activation
is applied, the filtering produces 0 for both mean and variances,
implying that the chosen neuron is dropped.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we describe the proposed approach, that first
estimates feature sensitivities using LPNs and refines model
parameters using a novel loss function based on sensitivities.
Next, we propose to study the input uncertainties in LPNs,
with respect to degradation in the prediction uncertainty to
gain a functional understanding of black-box models.
3.1. Sensitivity Analysis With Probabilistic Networks
Architecture: In this paper, we are interested in predicting a
continuous response variable (i.e. regression), y ∈ RN , using
high-dimensional input features, X ∈ RN×d, where d denotes
the total number of input dimensions. Consequently, we follow
the approach described in the previous section and construct
a network based on assumed density filtering, comprising
stacked dense layers, leaky ReLU activations and dropout
(optional). Following notations in Section 2, an input sample
can be described by a set of independent Gaussians as follows:
p(xi) = N (xi,σi) =
d∏
j=1
N (x(j)i , σ(j)i ).
Similarly, the prediction yˆi = f(xi;θ) from the model can be
denoted as N (yˆi, βi), where βi is the prediction variance.
Training: With no prior knowledge about the input domain,
we begin with a uniform uncertainty structure, σ(j)i = δ, where
δ > 0 is a pre-defined constant (fixed at δ = 0.01). For the
actual training, we utilize the conditional likelihood based loss
function, which is based on the general power exponential
distribution family [10]. In particular, we minimize
∑
i
− log p(yi|yˆi, βi) ∝
∑
i
log βi +
(
(yi − yˆi)2
βi
)k
, (1)
where k was fixed at 0.5. In essence, the conditional log-
likelihood amounts to the squared error weighted by its un-
certainty along with a term that ensures that the prediction
variance stays low. Upon training, the model f can reduce this
loss by either improving the mean prediction or by increasing
the variance βi in the quest of improving yˆi.
Sensitivity Score: Given the trained model, we measure fea-
ture sensitivities using an approach similar to [11], but with the
difference that we take into account both mean and variance
estimates from the model. The Taylor decomposition method
describes the model’s decision by decomposing the function
value f(x) as a sum of relevance scores, obtained using a
first-order Taylor expansion of the function at some root point
x˜ such that f(x˜) = 0. Extending the idea in [11], we measure
the relevance score for each input feature for a sample xi as
Rpj (xi) =
(
x
(j)
i
∂yˆi
∂x
(j)
i
)2
+
(
x
(j)
i
∂βi
∂x
(j)
i
)2
. (2)
A feature can be highly sensitive if its local variations can
significantly alter the predicted mean or the variance.
3.2. Explanation as Regularization
In general, a neural network model f can be considered to be
explainable, if one can identify a collection of interpretable
features (e.g. a subset of input features) that maximally con-
tribute to a particular decision. For example, the relevance
scores in (2) can be used as a plausible explanation. We pro-
pose to utilize these explanations to actually regularize the
network training process. In simpler terms, we aim to ensure
that the model makes decisions for the right reasons (indicated
by the explanations), in addition to producing the right an-
swers [12]. More specifically, we refine the model parameters
using a novel penalty term based on the estimated sensitivities
– we enforce the sensitivities for each sample to be more con-
centrated around the critical parameters, through conditional
entropy. Hence, we refine the model parameters using the
following objective:
∑
i
log βi +
(
(yi − yˆi)2
βi
)k
− λh ((xi) lnh(xi)) , (3)
where h(xi) is a vector of relevance scores Rpj (xi),∀j. The
hyperparameter λ was set to 1e− 3 in all experiments. From
our experiments, we find that this refinement leads to much
improved generalization, when compared to standard deter-
ministic neural networks with similar configurations.
3.3. Analysis of Input Uncertainties
Basically, the input uncertainties can be used to convey the
confidence on the input features. For example, these uncertain-
ties can be related to the sampling distribution of the training
data, i.e. heavily sampled regions can have higher confidence.
The constant input uncertainty assumption used for training
the model indicated that we are equally confident (we use a low
value of 0.01) about every feature. We propose to quantify how
much the model accumulates additional uncertainties to each
of the input features, as the prediction uncertainty grows. We
use the trained model f(θ) to adjust the input uncertainties by
artificially increasing the prediction variance, without affecting
the mean estimates. To achieve this, we use the KL-divergence
loss to update σ(j)i ’s, while keeping the network parameters
frozen. It is important to note that, the updated uncertainties
do not provide a description of the real-world. Instead, this is
the model’s hypothesis of how the prediction uncertainty can
be potentially decomposed into the uncertainties at each of the
input features.
For a given data sampleN (x,σ) with predictionN (yˆ, β),
let us denote the set of estimated input uncertainties for each
feature j, when the prediction variance increases, as {σˆ(j)t }.
Here, t denotes the desired factor of increase in β. In our
experiments, we set t at {1.1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5}. We
propose a novel uncertainty gap score indicating which input
features, according to the model, maximally contribute to the
prediction variance. The score is given by:
gap(x(j)i ) = AUC
(
[βt], [σˆ
(j)
t ]
)
, (4)
where AUC indicates the area under the curve metric, mea-
sured from the plot for prediction variances vs. estimated input
uncertainty, for different values of t.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform experiments with two standard
regression datasets, by employing the proposed approach for
gaining insights into the predictive model.
Datasets: (i) Parkinsons Telemonitoring Dataset [13] - This
dataset is comprised of a range of biomedical voice measure-
ments from subjects with early-stage Parkinson’s disease re-
cruited for testing a telemonitoring device for remote symptom
progression monitoring. In particular, there are a total of 18
measurements (e.g. measures of variation in fundamental fre-
quency, measures of variation in amplitude) corresponding to
each of 5, 875 recordings. The goal is to predict the UPDRS
(Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale) score [14], that
indicates the disease severity. (ii) Appliance Energy Usage
Dataset: [15] - This dataset contains measurements pertinent
to house temperature and humidity conditions and the goal is
to estimate the amount of energy usage by the appliances (in
Wh units). There are 29 input attributes, out of which two of
them are random variables, corresponding to 19, 735 samples.
Experiment Setup: In both datasets, we trained LPN models
with 4 dense layers of sizes 256 − 128 − 16 − 1 along with
leaky ReLU activation and dropout with p = 0.3. The models
were trained using the Adam optimizer with learning rate
0.0005. We trained the models using 80% of the data and
validated using the remaining 20%, and the reported results
were obtained using cross validation.
Results: Figure 1(a) ranks the 18 input features from the
Parkinsons dataset, based on their relevance scores, while Fig-
ure 1(b) shows the impact of perturbing less relevant features
(at test time) on the prediction performance. More specifically,
we incrementally mask one feature at time (low to high in
relevance) by replacing that feature with a constant value (set
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Fig. 1. Performance of the predictive model obtained using the proposed approach on the Parkisons Telemonitoring (top row)
and Appliance Energy Usage (bottom row) datasets.
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Fig. 2. Uncertainty gap scores for different input features
obtained with two examples from the Parkisons dataset.
to median value of the train data) and measure the R2 (R-
squared) statistic on the validation dataset. For comparison we
show similar results obtained using standard neural networks,
with the same architecture, wherein the feature ranks were
obtained using gradient based sensitivities (DNN - GS) [4]
and simple Taylor decomposition (DNN-STD) [11]. The first
observation is that, the proposed approach produces improved
validation performance compared to models that did not take
uncertainties into account. A more surprising observation is
the amount of performance degradation, when less relevant
features are masked, is significantly lower with our model.
Figure 1(c) illustrates the predictions obtained from our
model, along with their uncertainties. Following our approach
in Section 3.3, we can utilize the uncertainty gap score to
understand the prediction uncertainties in terms of the input
features. Figure 2 shows the gap scores for two different sam-
ples (one with low and other with high UPDRS scores). With
subjects that have low UPDRS, the model finds the Shimmer
APQ3 to be the major source for uncertainties in prediction.
On the other hand, for a patient with higher degree of sever-
ity, Jitter (%) is the major source of uncertainty. A domain
expert can compare these estimates with their modeling of
the physical world to evaluate the fidelity of the model. For
example, if the model had picked the age or the sex variables
as the prominent sources of uncertainty, this model would be
suspicious, as there is no reason to believe there can be high
uncertainties about those variables.
We obtain similar observations with the Appliance Energy
Usage dataset, as shown in Figures 1(d),1(e),1(f). As expected,
the model rejects both the random attributes by assigning low
relevance scores, while the humidity parameters are found to
be more relevant compared to external factors such as wind-
speed or visibility. Similar to the previous example, Figure
1(e) demonstrates improvements in validation performance
as we perturb the less relevant features. Further, Figure 1(f),
we observe that the prediction variance for samples with high
energy usage is much larger than those for lower values. Upon
close investigation of the gap scores, we made a surprising
observation that the random variables were the culprits, and
retraining the model without them ended up shrinking the
prediction variances significantly.
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